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Expect to be in a managerial position, whether it be own company or not. Had 
high hopes and plan on fulfilling them. As a strongly motivated person anything 
that can detour from becoming successful.

JULY 2002 – MAY 2004
JR. WAREHOUSE LOADER - ABC CORPORATION

 Worked from order sheets to build loads using a forklift and/or electronic pallet 
jack.

 Responsible for accuracy in loading and complying with shipper/receiver 
documentation.

 Maintained a clean and safe work environment. Followed warehouse 
instructions in building loads.

 Moved full pallets of products from the warehouse onto a trailer and removed 
any returned pallets/plastic flats.

 Responsible for unloading raw materials and placing them in designated 
warehouse space.

 Drove hi-lift to picking area and built pallet/load according to load sheet.
 Loaded products onto carts by orders received from other stores and 

companies.

2000 – 2002
WAREHOUSE LOADER - ABC CORPORATION

 Bulk truck loading involves selecting designated packages and flavors of 
products from the warehouse and loading them onto a pallet.

 Position is responsible for maintaining the stability of the pallet through proper 
stacking and shrink-wrapping.

 In most cases, pallets are loaded onto a trailer for local delivery.
 Position is responsible for unloading returned products and pallets/plastic flats.
 I was named top performer on numerous occasions as a result of fast pace 

working and my ability to learn quickly.
 Skills Used Skills demonstrated at this job were my ability to learn quickly, team

work, paying very close attention to detail, highly motivated, discipline, 
punctual.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.
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EDUCATION

Diploma - (Wyandotte High School - Kansas City, KS)

SKILLS

Reach Lift, 10k forklift, 4K forklift, stand up lift, clamp lift.
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